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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. PURPOSE
This document describes the input elements needed to carry out POD of LEO satellites with the highest
orbit accuracy requirements such as altimeter, SAR or Radio Occultation missions. It includes input
elements needed for the proper observation modelling and for the proper orbit dynamic modelling.
The document is intended to be a reference for future Earth observation missions.
The base for this document is to a large part [RD.1], which summarises the information and input
elements needed for the POD of the Copernicus Sentinel-3 mission.

1.2. SCOPE
This document has been prepared by PosiTim and GMV in the frame of the Copernicus POD Service
project.

1.3. DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS
Acronyms used in this document and needing a definition are included in the following table:
Table 1-1: Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

CoG

Centre of gravity

DORIS

Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite

EOP

Earth orientation parameter

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

GPS

Global Positioning System

IERS

International Earth Rotation Service

IR

Infra-red

IGS

International GNSS Service

LEO

Low Earth Orbiter

MGEX

Multi-GNSS Experiment

POD

Precise orbit determination

SLR

Satellite laser ranging

USO

Ultra-Stable oscillator

1.4. APPLICABLE AND REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
1.4.1. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents, of the exact issue shown, form part of this document to the extent specified
herein. Applicable documents are those referenced in the Contract or approved by the Approval
Authority. They are referenced in this document in the form [AD.X]:
Table 1-2: Applicable Documents
Ref.

Title

Code

Version

Date

[AD.1]
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1.4.2. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
The following documents, although not part of this document, extend or clarify its contents. Reference
documents are those not applicable and referenced within this document. They are referenced in this
document in the form [RD.X]:
Table 1-3: Reference Documents
Ref.
[RD.1]

CPOD

Title
Entrées pour la determination d’orbite précise
Sentinel 3

Code
DCT/SB/OR/2008-28794
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2. BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LEO POD
Different space observation techniques are used for LEO POD and validation of the determined satellite
trajectory. These space observation techniques are
-

GNSS

-

DORIS

-

SLR

Not all three observation techniques are available on all satellites concerned. The corresponding inputs
needed for a specific observation techniques are of course only applicable for those satellites equipped
with the corresponding receiver and antenna or reflector.
The methods used are reduced-dynamic and kinematic (the latter only possible with GNSS) orbit
determination method. Reduced-dynamic orbit determination is the most widely used method.
Specific input elements are needed to properly perform LEO POD and to achieve the highest accuracy
for the resulting orbits. The processing consists of observation modelling (Section 2.1) and dynamic
modelling (Section 2.2).

2.1. OBSERVATION MODELLING
The observation modelling is a key element for LEO POD. The main objective is to precisely determine
the propagation path between the signal emitter and the receiver on the LEO. The following
information is needed for a proper modelling:
-

Satellite orbit (which is unknown and determined in the process of POD). This is usually the
trajectory of the satellite Centre of Gravity (CoG).

-

Relative position of the receiver antenna phase centre: more precisely, this is the vector
between the satellite CoG (reference point for the dynamic model) and the receiver antenna
phase or optical centre. Attitude and satellite geometry (including the characteristics of the
receiver antenna phase centre) must be known with millimetre precision. This may include
some corrections, like a ground characterisation of the antenna phase map.

-

Time tagging of observation: in the case of DORIS observations an USO is needed onboard
the satellite.

-

Information about the emitters:
o

GNSS: orbits, attitude and clocks for the GNSS constellations, defined on the same
observables as the ones measured by the receiver. The orbit and clock products have
to be consistent with the IGS defined emitter phase maps. The maps must be
extended to cover the larger field of view from the GNSS satellite seen by the LEO
satellite. The emitter products have to be accompanied by a corresponding and
consistent product providing information about biases to enable carrier phase integer
ambiguity resolution for the measurements used in the processing.

o

DORIS: station coordinates, troposphere dry and wet delay, emitter phase maps

o

SLR: station coordinates, troposphere dry and wet delay, laser frequency, station
range biases

The available measurements have to be compliant with the corresponding standard observation
equations. A GNSS observation sampling of at least 10s is necessary for POD. The observation
epochs have to be compliant with multiples of ten seconds GPS time. The GNSS satellite clocks
should be available at least with 30s sampling. S/No ratio values are not needed for GNSS
observation modelling but they could improve the observation pre-processing.

2.2. DYNAMIC MODELLING
The dynamic modelling is composed by the modelling of gravitational and non-gravitational forces
acting on the satellite. The accelerations related to gravity are well known and sophisticated models
are available. The time-variable part of the gravity field based on real data is only available with some
delay. The non-gravitational forces are radiation pressure, atmospheric drag, and thrusts. The
different accelerations can be described as follows:
CPOD
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be known as well as absorption and direct and specular reflectivity of each material.
Photographs of the satellite before launch may support the final definition of the satellite
model used. If applicable, information about multiple reflections and shadowing should be
made available.
-

Satellite radiation: a thermal model can give information about external fluxes radiated by the
satellite.

-

Infrared albedo radiation requires infrared material characteristics (absorption, direct and
specular reflection).

-

Atmospheric drag is modelled based on the geometrical satellite model and an atmosphere
density model.

-

Thrusts are normally related to planed satellite manoeuvres. The exact start epoch and
duration of the manoeuvre has to be known to model the thrust as accurate as possible.

2.3. SUMMARY OF MODELLING
Summary of characteristics and corresponding precision needed for observation (Section 2.1) and
dynamic (Section 2.2) modelling is listed in Table 2-1 and Table 2-2. Standard models like static Earth
gravity field, tides etc. are not listed.
Table 2-1: Summary of characteristics and corresponding precision needed (forces)
Parameter (forces)

Model

Precision / source

External geometry, material characteristics
(absorption, diffusion, specular), visible and infrared.

1% for the total force precision

Attitude, solar array angle

0.5 deg

Thermal effects

Radiated fluxes, depends also on the attitude and on
the position along the orbit

1W

Atmospheric density

Depends on solar activity

e.g. NOAA, CNES, GFZ

Mass

Initial satellite mass and evolution during mission time
is needed for surface force accelerations computations

1% of the total mass, from flight
dynamics

Geometry for surface
forces

Manoeuvres
Earth potential

Amplitude description, direction, epoch, duration
Associated attitude changes
Variable terms (drifts, annual, semi-annual)

from flight dynamics
e.g. from ICGEM

Table 2-2: Summary of characteristics and corresponding precision needed (measurements)
Parameter (meas.)

Geometry for
measurements

Model

Precision / source

Attitude of the satellite reference frame, CoG position
(initial position and evolution during mission time),
antenna phase centre position in the satellite reference
frame, antenna axis

1 mm

Antenna phase map (GNSS/DORIS)

0.01 cycles

Laser Reflector range correction

<1 mm
1 m, 0.01 cycles

GNSS pseudo-ranges and carrier phase measurements
on two frequencies

full cycle measurements of
carrier phases to make integer
ambiguity resolution possible

GNSS S/No ratio (if available)

N/A

Sampling 10s (1 s if possible)

every 10 s at multiple of 10 s
GPS time (1 s)

Measurement data

CPOD
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Model

Precision / source

Ephemeris, clocks, biases, geometry and attitude
description
Corresponding antenna phase maps

IGS/MGEX (or equivalent)
precise orbits, clocks (at least
30s sampling), and bias product
for carrier phase ambiguity
resolution

EOP

Earth orientation parameters

IERS bulletin

Geo-centre

Motion (annual, semi-annual), consistent with GNSS
constellation definition

N/A

GNSS Constellation
data

Table 2-3: Summary of input data and the corresponding models using the information
Input data

Models which use the data

Attitude

Geometry for measurements, phase wind-up, geometry
for surface forces, thermal effects, specific events
(attitude manoeuvres for payload calibration, orbit
manoeuvres)

Solar array angle

Geometry for surface forces

Satellite radiation model (visible)

Solar radiation pressure, Earth albedo

Satellite radiation model (infrared)

IR terrestrial radiation pressure

Thermal radiation along the orbit

Surface forces (radiated power)

Solar activity

Surface forces (atmospheric drag)

Orbit manoeuvres

External forces acting on the satellite

Standards definition

Gravitational forces

Earth orientation parameters

Reference frame definition, transformation from Earthfixed to inertial frame => orbit integration frame

GNSS antenna geometry, antenna phase centre

Propagation delay model

GNSS antenna phase centre variation map

Phase observation model

GNSS constellation orbits, clocks and biases (for
integer ambiguity resolution), corresponding attitude
and geometry, antenna phase centre variation maps

Propagation delay model, phase wind-up, integer phase
ambiguity resolution
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3. SUMMARY OF INPUTS NEEDED FROM SATELLITE
MANUFACTURER
The following input is needed from satellite manufacturer with a corresponding precision listed in Table
2-1 and Table 2-2:


Exact geometry of satellite: satellite reference frame, surface/panel areas and orientation of
each surface/panel



Optical properties of each panel (absorption, diffusion, specular in visible and infrared
wavelengths)



Thermal satellite radiation model



Satellite attitude model in different phases (routine, manoeuvre, calibration, etc.)



Initial solar array orientation, theoretical solar array movement during operations



Initial mass and coordinates of CoG in satellite reference frame



Model for mass and CoG changes per manoeuvre



GNSS characteristics (GNSS constellation supported, number
measurements, type of measurements, type of receiver clock)



Location (coordinates in satellite reference frame) of antenna reference point and orientation
of GNSS antenna, GNSS antenna reference frame, measured after integration on the satellite



Location (coordinates in GNSS antenna reference frame) of GNSS antenna phase centre offset
(PCO), antenna phase centre variations (PCV), measured/calibrated on ground



Location (coordinates in satellite reference frame) of antenna reference point and orientation
of DORIS antenna, DORIS antenna reference frame, measured after integration on the
satellite



Location (coordinates in DORIS antenna reference frame) of DORIS antenna PCO, antenna
PCVs, measured/calibrated on ground



Location (coordinates in satellite reference frame) of laser retro reflector and corresponding
orientation, measured after integration on the satellite



Azimuth- and elevation-dependent laser retro reflector range corrections

of

channels,

rate

of

The following input from the satellite is needed after the launch with a corresponding precision listed
in Table 2-1 and Table 2-2 from the satellite operator:

CPOD



Satellite mass and CoG changes



Manoeuvre information (start epoch, duration, amplitude)



Attitude quaternions



Solar array angle measurements
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